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cultural productions related to this era. Through new translated versions, medieval masterpieces have been rendered accessible to a larger audience (Amalvi 1996, 259-260) , even to a young one, thus giving the opportunity to children's literature authors to rewrite and revitalise those texts (Cazanave & Houssais 2011) . Reaching beyond the representations born from Romanticism, Neo-Medievalism 2 has taken deep roots in contemporary literature ever since the success of Umberto Eco's novel The Name of the Rose, in 1982 (Amalvi 1996 .
Not to mention that, following in J.R.R. Tolkien's or C.S. Lewis's footsteps, an enormous quantity of fantasy works has arisen, nursing the imagination of both teenagers and adults, and even crossing boundaries by entering the mass media entertainment industry. Becoming both a local and global phenomenon, it has attained worldwide success, from Peter Jackson's screen adaptation of The Lord of the Rings to the Massively Multiplayer Online Game World of Warcraft, which involves millions of people. Moreover, in the same way, the Nouvelle Histoire ('New History') movement initiated by Jacques Le Goff and Pierre Nora has changed the academic perception of Medieval Europe (Amalvi 1996, 242-255) ; the development of the field of Cultural Studies has allowed researchers and critics to take into consideration the impact of the images of the Middle Ages that new media and subcultures convey.
Nowadays, this gives life to a rising enthusiasm and a well-deserved respect for these productions (Cazanave & Houssais 2011b, 8-9) . Daily 2 Based on Alice Chandler's definition of "Medievalism" (1971, 7) , I define it here as "a response to historic change and to the problems raised by the various revolutions and transformations of the [end of the 20 th and start of the 21 st centuries]". This neologism was first coined by Umberto Eco (1986) in his essay "Dreaming the Middle Ages" (in Travels in Hyperreality, New York, Harcourt Brace).
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This intense presence of Medieval Europe can also be attested on the other side of Earth. Japanese scholar Iguchi Atsushi notes in a recent
article that "any casual browser [of] Japan's book shops will never fail to notice that they are full of images of the European Middle Ages" (Iguchi 2010, 65) , and I, myself, have had the chance to witness this directly. I
argue that this situation is related to the postmodern and glocalization movements analysed by sociologist Yui Kiyomitsu, from the fragmentation of time and space to the de-differentiation of borders between high-culture and low-culture (Yui 2010, 46) . According to Talcott Parsons's view of culture as a symbolic system, Yui concludes that "[its] most 'globalisation-friendly' aspects […] would be, first, the affective-expressive one and second, the cognitive one". He adds that "the evaluation aspect [which represents "religious, moral or ideological
orientation"], comes last to be globalised" (Yui 2010, 44-45) .
Thus, we might ask ourselves: to what extent have medieval cultural elements penetrated in Japan? Therefore, I attempt to first answer this question by determining, through a broad panorama, how it affects contemporary Japanese literature. 3 I then turn my attention to three works of different literary types that offer new perspectives on how the Middle Ages are being adapted in Japan: the historical manga Vinland 3 In this paper, I aim at a broader notion of Literature. My choice is motivated not only by the fact that, whether it is children's or entertainment, they convey cultural images of Europe; but also because, as contemporary works, they meet the postmodern condition of de-differentiation of borders between high and low cultures. Thus, they need to be taken into consideration. Americans" (Kido 1995, 96) . Some might even argue that the Japanese refer to Medieval Europe because of important historical similarities between both Middle Ages. This comparison was quite popular among legal historians from Japan and Europe, up until the mid-20 th century, in order to differentiate the Land of the Rising Sun and the rest of Asia (Souyri 2013, 419-421) . However, the research of Pierre-François
Souyri on Medieval Japan shows that, ever since the 1970s and according to new historical approaches (Souyri 2013, 423-432) , "the divergences [seem] now to widely prevail on the similarities" (Souyri 2013, 432) . Nonetheless, despite no longer seeing the West as a united block but as a plurality of contexts with regional specificities, Japan is 4 Unless otherwise indicated, I refer primarily to the French translation in this paper. 5 Unless otherwise indicated, I refer primarily to the English translation in this paper -since the French's one by Ofelbe Edition has only just started in March 2015. 6 Unless otherwise indicated, I refer primarily to the French translation in this paper.
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Karoline Postel-Vinay reminds us that "Europe as an international reality coexists in the Japanese mind with its perception as an imaginary zone, a bucolic place where stone castles and unchanging landscapes can be found" (Postel-Vinay 1994, 21) . Thus, Europeans and Japanese are still far apart and grow closer at the same time.
In the past few decades of this age of globalisation, the accelerating rate of intercultural exchanges has modified the content of Japan's libraries, and the European Middle Ages has become a renewed area of exploration for writers, offering them unprecedented intertextual possibilities. Mainly coming from the gigantic manga industry, contemporary works in Japan that set their plots in a historical or fictional Medieval Europe might be seen as purely commercial and/or escapist, as they are often fantasy -a genre that still suffers from a marginalised status in academic institutions and countries such as
France (Besson 2007, 9) . Although it would be naïve to deny this aspect, the cultural phenomenon in Japan of the "ubiquity" of the European
Middle Ages - this "intimately alien" - is far more complex (Iguchi 2010, 65 (Iguchi 2010, 65) . And it has taken root in every level of Japanese cultural production, from animations to novels to manga. (Enomoto 2008, 18-20) , it spread quickly to other cultural media, even playing an important role in the creation of a new literary genre, the light novel - a special entertainment novel in Japan that mainly targets junior and high school students (Enomoto 2008, 9) . 7 Enomoto remarks that one of the first most famous and influential light novels, Slayers by Kanzaka Hajime, 8 depicts a heroic fantasy world inspired by Japanese role-playing games rather than the original Middle Ages, since it is easier for local young readers to understand and accept (Enomoto 2008, 84) . For much of the 1990s this became a typical representation of medieval fantasy in Japan, with archetypal characters and places quite similar in a way to the ones described by Cécile Boulaire's concept of "Middle Ages as a country" in French Children's literature (Boulaire 2002) . The difference is that the bones are western, but the flesh is Japanese, an expression first coined by the translator Niwa Gorō (Wakabayashi 2008, 242) . These popular literary works are often mostly adding to Japanese values some stereotyped medieval elements, such as the social's structure, knights, stone castles and its bestiary, regardless of their original complexity or even temporality. 7 The Japanese critic argues in his book that the definition of those novels is particularly difficult and takes notices of the growing interest by the older population of university students (Enomoto 2008, 50 (Boyer 1995, 224-227) .
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accompanying Leif Erikson.
Ill. 1 - Thorfinn Karlsefni (Vol. I, Cover).
This is, of course, just a brief summary, since up until now there has been more than one hundred chapters in this ongoing manga. The author uses three elements as a base for his story: Norse literature, mainly the Saga of the Greenlanders and the Saga of Eric the Red (Boyer 1987) , the history of the Vikings, and the theme of Homecoming (Iguchi 2010, 66-67) . The last one is well described in Iguchi Atsushi's article, the only one that I know of dedicated to this manga, and is quite similar to my own approach to Spice & Wolf (Danesin 2010 (Danesin -2011 . I will only briefly refer to this theory before expanding my analysis. Iguchi points out that the characters in the manga, especially Thorfinn Karlsefni, Askeladd and Canute, are trying to achieve their homecoming in different ways, despite being "tossed around in their endless odysseys of ruthless violence, search for identity, the will to power and the questioning of faith" (Iguchi 2010, 67) . They strive for a "utopia of which The European Middle Ages through the prism of Contemporary Japanese Literature -Mutual Images, Vol. 1 (2016) 104 they can never lay a hold" (Iguchi 2010, 68) . Reminding us that our contemporary days can be seen as the "New Middle Ages" (Iguchi 2010, 67 ), Iguchi Atsushi concludes that the representation of this harsh medieval life "powerfully resonates with those who desperately struggle to find their homelands in the 21 st century 'medieval' Japan" (Iguchi 2010, 68) . Therefore, the European Middle Ages, which Jacques
Le Goff considers as "the best suited to grasp ourselves in our roots and our breaks" (Le Goff 1977, 11) , serves as a mirror for the deconstructed self of postmodern readers, even on the other side of the world.
The Vikings have been subjected to various interpretations throughout history, even becoming an archetype of Romanticism. As the historian Régis Boyer observes, despite better archaeological understanding their myths and realities have intertwined in our literature, deformed and spread in our imagination (Boyer 2008, 83-272) . Thus, their reception in Japan is intriguing. It would be naïve to think that Vinland Saga strives to -or ought to -achieve perfect historical accuracy. That is neither its goal nor its ambition. There are plenty of scenes to satisfy readers' thirst for mythical images, especially during fights. (Boyer 2008, 763-771 Saga not only appears as both a historical and fictional rewriting of the original Norse story, but it also revitalises the Vikings' reality and myths as a prism through which contemporary Japanese readers can ponder on their own situation.
Spice & Wolf, an encounter between Europe and Japan
Among the category of light novels, the seventeen-volume series Spice The European Middle Ages through the prism of Contemporary Japanese Literature -Mutual Images, Vol. 1 (2016) 108 goddess of harvests, a wolf in human form. As the goddess wishes to return to her northern homeland, they make an agreement to journey together until they reach her destination. The readers follow this strange pair on their voyage and romance, as they go through mercantile cases, cross lands and slowly break the barriers between race and age, fairies and humans, legends and society's realities. Enomoto Aki highlights clearly that the main originality of this work is its way of depicting an economical theme in a realistic analogy of European Middle Ages, rather than the usual swords and magic (Enomoto 2008, 168 The European Middle Ages through the prism of Contemporary Japanese Literature -Mutual Images, Vol. 1 (2016) 109 even its title. Through financial crises that serve as the main events, readers are introduced to the complex matters of mercantilism and trade tricks. The intrigue of the very first volume portrays a case of massive-scale short-term speculation on the purity of silver currencysimilar to a smaller-scale one described by Jean Favier, which happened in Florence during the 14 th century (Favier 1998, 135) . This allowed the Japanese author to explain the medieval currency system, from the trust's value in the coins to its geopolitical power, 22 even including the important role of money changers, which is also described in Favier's work (1998, 134) , through the character of Lawrence's friend, the Additionally, the light novel depicts the relationship between foreigners and locals, and the difficulties of settling down 27 - both historical elements are also detailed by Jean Favier (Favier 1998, 109-124 The European Middle Ages through the prism of Contemporary Japanese Literature -Mutual Images, Vol. 1 (2016) 111 the Florentine corporations Arte della Lana and Arte di Calimala (Favier 1998, 95) . Moreover, the tenth volume portrays an evident analogy to the Hanseatic League, the Ruvik Alliance, described as the "single most powerful economic alliance in the world" and a "nation-sized opponent"
whose "home territory is the whole of the Northlands". Combined with the main themes being universal - trade, romance, travelling -, this allows Spice & Wolf to be understood and enjoyed whether it be by Japanese or Europeans.
28 Ibid., Vol. X, pp. 26 & 31. 29 Ibid., Vol. VII, pp. 179-182; Ludo J.R. Milis' work (1992) is mentioned, among others, as a source on this matter by Hasekura on his blog article (see link above),
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Indeed, Holo conveys local feminine elements and characteristics, whether it is her cunningness typical of the Shintō fox spirit - kitsuneor her way of speaking which is based on the kuruwa kotoba language, used by high-class prostitutes from the Edo period, the Oiran (Danesin 2010 (Danesin -2011 Maynard Senko K. 2012, 32 & 83) . Even her personality is linked to the concept of Wabi-Sabi, the Japanese ideal of beauty (Davies & Osamu 2002, 223-232) . Nonetheless, in a medieval background, the wolf literary motif resonates whether you are Japanese or European. As Brett L. Walker's research on wolves in Japan shows, her character's depth and taboo romance with Kraft Lawrence is no stranger to the Japanese and Ainu folklore, nor is her protection over the harvest (Walker 2005, 85 & 9) . On the other hand, she possesses
European elements, such as her gigantic true form, 30 reminding us of on the topos of the journey, the already 25-year-old Lawrence struggles to find his place and settle down, as he is trying to achieve his dreams of owning a shop. 33 Holo, a member of an endangered species in this monotheist age, tired and saddened by the villagers' behaviour, wishes to return to her homeland, which seems to have been destroyed. Both of them suffer from loneliness and travel for the sake of homecoming, in order to find a place to belong. The very start of the series portrays this situation, as it is said that Holo "no longer had a place here" 34 and that
Lawrence "longed for company more and more frequently". Wolf's characteristics can appeal to the older population of university students, rather than just young readers, making it even more singular in Japanese literature.
The literary and cultural Alchemy of L'Éclipse
Among Japanese authors who have been inspired by Europe, rare are the ones who portray our Middle Ages in the "pure literature" field defined by literary critics (Ozaki 2012 
Conclusion
It can be inferred from this depiction of the European Middle Ages in Japan that contemporary Japanese authors and readers look at it through three prisms: their own historical knowledge, cultural 59 Ibid., The European Middle Ages through the prism of Contemporary Japanese Literature -Mutual Images, Vol. 1 (2016) 119 perception and personal imagination. This renders the study of these materials even more complex and interesting, as it raises a lot of multidisciplinary questions. As seen throughout this article, we might say that for the Japanese, Neo-Medievalist literary works do not come down to only escapism, but also act as a way to understand themselves.
They might feel attracted to it not only because of a controversial presumption of proximity between each other's Middle Ages, but also through their postmodern condition, starting from the fragmentation of time and space. On the other hand, we can ask ourselves how these reorganised medieval elements on the other side of the world can affect our own perception of our identity, now that they entered daily
Europeans readers' lives. Including the manga boom (Bouissou 2012, 12) , the acceleration of Japanese literary translations in France (Sakai 2012, 233-243 ) requires that we renew our insight, especially with works that send back to us modified cultural images of our own civilisation.
To conclude this article, which will be further developed in my thesis,
I would like to borrow Marco Pellitteri's words as I believe that these transcultural works that convey Japanese and Medieval European elements can "mould the sense of wonder and the emotional and cultural sensibility" (Pellitteri 2004, 19) 
of the new generations in Europe and
Japan, drawing closer their imagination, thus creating a strong glocal common ground in the future.
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